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ABSTRACT Input-parallel output-series (IPOS)-based combined converter is usually used in the situation

with low input voltage and high output voltage to satisfy the requirements in switch voltage stress reduction

and power expansion. In such a system, the voltage balance of filter capacitor in the output side or current

sharing in the input side usually used to guarantee the control performance of the conversion system. In this

paper, a phase-shifted full bridge (PSFB)-based IPOS converter with modified connection of output filter

circuit used for the wide variation of input voltage is proposed, which is beneficial to reduce ripple current of

filter inductor significantly. A control scheme using the same phase shifting for the two different modules of

this IPOS converter is detailedly investigated with both steady state and small signal model-based analysis,

it manifests that special voltage balance and current sharing control scheme are not necessary for IPOS

system under the common phase shifting control method. And the small signal transfer functions of this

topology used for dual loop control system design are also developed. The simulation and experiment results

are presented to validate the analysis and control scheme.

INDEX TERMS Input-parallel output-series, combined converter, phase shifted full bridge, voltage balance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combined DC/DC converters constituted through parallel

and series connection are widely concerned in recent years,

there are mainly four types of these converters, input-

series output-parallel (ISOP) converter, input-series output-

series (ISOS) converter, input-parallel output-series (IPOS)

converter, and input-parallel output-parallel (IPOP) con-

verter [1]. Each individual has its own characteristic and

application area, a brief list is summarized in Table 1 for

comparison. For these converters, the IPOS based combined

converter is a favorable candidate in the fields of energy

storage, renewable energy generation and high voltage pulse

generator etc. due to its high gain and conversion efficiency

compared to two-stage power conversion system [2]–[7].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Shantha Jayasinghe.

Generally, in such a conversion system, the voltage value of

power source is relatively low, while the output of the con-

verter is interfaced to a high voltageDCbus, therefore, if there

is only one DC/DC module is adopted, the input current of

converter is large that will lead high current stress on the input

side power switches, while the power switches in the output

side have to tolerate high voltage stress. The IPOS converter

usually consists of multiple DC/DC converter modules of

lower rating, and the DC/DC converter modules can be either

non-isolated [8]–[10] (e.g., using Boost and bidirectional

converter) or isolated topologies [11]–[15] (e.g., using PSFB

and dual active bridge). Since the large input current is shared

by the input-parallel configuration, the conduction losses of

power switches can be reducedwhich is conducive to improve

power conversion efficiency [16]. Furthermore, by employing

interleaved modulation method, the input current ripple can

be reduced effectively [17].
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TABLE 1. Brief list of different combination mode.

FIGURE 1. The topology of the IPOS combined converter.

In the IPOS converter control system, voltage balance in

the output side can be guaranteed through active control

method. For example, in [18], voltage balance is obtained

by controlling the output voltage of each individual module’s

output voltage respectively. In [19], different modules share

the same outer voltage control loop, the output of the voltage

controller is performed as the reference signal for a particu-

lar input current control loop of each module, by this way,

input current sharing and voltage balance can be achieved

accordingly if the conversion efficiency of each module is

very approximate. A novel voltage balance control method

is proposed in [20], where the output voltage of each module

is sampled, and the maximum output voltage value is used as

the reference signal for all the modules to track. Though these

mentioned methods are effective, extra voltage sensors and

control loops are required, the complexity and cost of control

system development will be increased accordingly. A new

master–slave control scheme and distributed voltage sharing

controller are proposed in [21] that can realize power sharing

under different operating conditions. By allowing healthy

module to replace the master module in failure status, fault-

tolerant operation can be achieved by this control scheme.

On the other hand, almost in all the PSFB based IPOS con-

verter system, each module has its own independent output

LCfilter for consideration ofmodularization (e.g., the point O

and point M are connected together in Fig. 1), however,

modularization is not always a very important requirement

for all the application situations, a rationalmodificationmight

bring other performance improvement.

In this paper, a PSFB based IPOS combined converter

with wide change of input voltage is investigated. In order

to reduce the inductor ripple current of output filter in the

variation range of the input voltage, a modified connec-

tion of output filter circuit is proposed that is beneficial to

significantly decrease the inductor ripple current of output

filter. Therefore, the value of filter inductor can be reduced

potentially, the weight and cost of the inductor can also be

decreased accordingly. And a simplified control schemewith-

out special current sharing and voltage balance strategies is

adopted for this combined converter, the same phase shifting

is used to control the two full bridges in the primary side

of high frequency transformers (HFT). While the voltage

balance of capacitors in the output filter can be guaranteed

through reducing the parameter deviations of different mod-

ules, which is achievable in practices. Theoretical analysis

and experiment results are provided to prove the effectiveness

of the proposed methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the topology, modulation scheme and relevant performance

analysis of the proposed converter are presented. The small
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signal model and control system design are given

in section III. Simulation and experimental results that val-

idate the effectiveness of the proposed methods are presented

in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. TOPOLOGY, MODULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. INVESTIGATION ON RIPPLE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE

The topology of the input-parallel output series converter is

shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, udc and uo are input voltage

and output voltage respectively. Lf1 and Lf2 are output filter

inductors.Cf1 andCf2 are output filter capacitors, andRc1 and

Rc2 are the equivalent series resistances (ESR) of Cf1 and Cf2

respectively. Rb1 and Rb2 are voltage balance resistor of Cf1

andCf2,R is used to represent load. Ideally,Rb1 =Rb2 >> R.

Lr1 and Lr2 are resonant inductor in series with primary

windings of the twoHFTs. The turns ratio of the twoHFTs are

all 1: N0. Compared with the conventional IPOS converter,

no connection between point O and point M is the prominent

characteristic of this topology.

The duty cycles of all the switches, S11-S14 (in module 1,

denoted by M1), and S21-S24 (in module 2, denoted by M2)

are 50%. In the proposed method, the phase shifting between

the two legs of each module is ϕ, and the switching signals

of M2 lag Ts/4, (Ts is the switching period) behind that of M1

as shown in Fig. 2, that means M1 and M2 are interleaved

paralleled on the input side DC bus. As indicated in Fig. 2,

the frequency of uE1F1 and uE2F2 is 2fs (fs =1/Ts) by utiliza-

tion of full bridge diode rectifier. Furthermore, the frequency

of fluctuation in uPN and ripple current of inductor is 4fs due

to 90◦ phase shifting (Ts/4 of time delay) of driving signals

of M1 and M2.

In Fig. 2 (a), the phase shifting, ϕ of each module is less

than 90◦, that means the equivalent duty cycle, D of uE1F1
and uE2F2 is larger than 0.5, otherwise, if ϕ >90◦ , then D is

less than 0.5 as shown in Fig. 2 (b). In Fig. 2 (a), assuming

Lf1 = Lf2 = Lf, the peak-to-peak value of inductor ripple

current can be formulated as (1).

1IL =















Uo(1 − D)(2D− 1)Ts

8DLf
, D ≥ 0.5

Uo(1 − 2D)Ts

8Lf
, D < 0.5

(1)

In (1), Udc and Uo are the steady state value of udc and uo
respectively.

For comparison, supposing the points O and M are con-

nected, then the peak-to-peak of inductor ripple current can

be expressed as (2).

1IL =
(2N0Udc − Uo)DTs

4Lf
=
Uo(1 − D)Ts

4Lf
(2)

For (1) and (2), defining

Ibase =
UoTs

4Lf
(3)

the relationship between D and 1IL/Ibase under different

conditions are shown in Fig. 3 using the parameters listed

FIGURE 2. Switching signals and waveforms (a) ϕ < 90◦(D > 0.5) and
(b) ϕ > 90◦. (D < 0.5).

in Table 2. As shown in this figure, the inductor ripple cur-

rent can be reduced in the region of (0, 1) if the point O

and point M are disconnected. Compared to the case with

connection of the points O and M, the percentage of ripple

current reduction (PRCR) is increased from 0.5 to 1 in the

duty cycle region of (0, 0.5), and the percentage is decreased

from 1 to 0.5 in the duty cycle region of (0.5, 1) respectively.

From Fig. 1, neglecting the influence of Rc1, Rc2, Rb1 and

Rb2, the inductor currents, iL1 and iL2 can be written as (4).











iL1 = Cf1
duo1

dt
+
uo

R

iL2 = Cf2
duo2

dt
+
uo

R

(4)

Assuming Cf1 = Cf2 = Cf and without connection of

points O and M, (5) can be obtained by adding the two

equations in (4) together (iL1 = iL2 = iL).

Cf
duo

dt
= 2(iL − io) = 1io (5)
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TABLE 2. Simulation and experimental parameters.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of 1IL/Ibase versus D under different conditions.

It can be seen from (5) that the peak value of 1io is just two

times the value of 1IL in (1), then the voltage ripple of the

filter capacitor can be written as (6) according to the ampere-

second balance principle (the average value of capacitor cur-

rent in each Ts/4 is zero in this paper) of capacitor.

1uo =















Uo(1 − D)(2D− 1)T 2
s

128DLfCf
, D ≥ 0.5

Uo(1 − 2D)T 2
s

128LfCf
, D < 0.5

(6)

On the other hand, if the points O and M are connected,

the corresponding currents of inductor Lf1 and Lf2 are given

in Fig. 4 (M1 and M2 are still interleaved paralleled on the

input side DC bus). In this condition, though (4) is still held,

the capacitor current is changed as (7).

Cf
duo

dt
= (iL1 − io) + (iL2 − io) = 1io (7)

That means 1io is the summation of the ripple currents of

iL1 and iL2. According to Fig. 4, the peak-to-peak value of

1io can be derived as (8), as shown at the bottom of the

next page. Similarly, when the points O andM are connected,

the voltage ripple of the filter capacitor can be calculated

as (9) if the ampere-second balance principle is applied

to the output filter capacitor of the IPOS based combined

FIGURE 4. Inductor and capacitor currents with connection of point O
and M. (a) D < 0.5 and (b) D > 0.5.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of 1uo/Ubase versus D.

converter.

1uo =















Uo(2D− 1)(1 − D)T 2
s

128DLfCf
, D ≥ 0.5

Uo(1 − D)(1 − 2D)T 2
s

128(1 − D)LfCf
, D < 0.5

(9)
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FIGURE 6. The equivalent small signal circuit model of the IPOS converter.

By defining

Ubase =
UoT

2
s

128LfCf
(10)

the relationships between D and 1uo/Ubase in (6) and (9) are

the same, that means the output voltage ripples under this

two different conditions are identical. The plot of D versus

1uo/Ubase is shown in Fig. 5 using the parameters listed

in Table 2. It can be seen in this figure that the voltage ripple

is monotonously reduced in the region of (0, 0.5), and in the

region of (0.5, 1) there is a maximum value of voltage ripple

near D = 0.7.

B. INVESTIGATION ON VOLTAGE BALANCE

By utilizing the small signal model of PSFB converter devel-

oped in [22], [23], the equivalent small signal circuit model of

the proposed IPOS converter in Fig.1 can be derived in Fig. 6.

In this figure, Dej (j = 1, 2) is the steady-state value of

the effective duty cycle of uEjFj, and d̃j is the small signal

disturbance of the equivalent duty cycle (corresponding to

phase shifting ϕ) of uAjBj in Fig. 1 respectively. d̃ij and d̃vj
represent the small signal disturbances of duty cycle losses

caused by the fluctuation of inductor current and input voltage

respectively, the expressions of d̃ij and d̃vj are given in (11).














d̃ij = −
4N0Lrjfs

Udc
ĩL = −

Rdj

N0Udc
ĩL

d̃vj =
RdjIL

N0U
2
dc

ũdc

(j = 1, 2) (11)

FIGURE 7. Simplified small signal circuit model of the proposed converter.

In (11), IL and ĩL are the steady-state value and small signal

disturbance of the inductor current respectively. Neglecting

the influence of udc, Fig. 6 can be simplified to Fig. 7

(d̃1 = d̃2 = d̃ is assumed in this figure).

In Fig. 7, the expressions of Zo1 and Zo2, Zc1 and Zc2 are

given in (12) and (13) respectively.
{

Zo1 = Rd1 + Lf1s

Zo2 = Rd2 + Lf2s
(12)















Zc1 =
Rb1 + Rc1Rb1Cf1s

(Rb1 + Rc1)Cf1s+ 1

Zc2 =
Rb2 + Rc2Rb2Cf2s

(Rb2 + Rc2)Cf2s+ 1

(13)











1Io = 1IL −
Ts/4 − (2D− 1)Ts/4

DTs/2
1IL =

(2D− 1)(2N0Udc − Uo)Ts

4Lf
=
Uo(2D− 1)(1 − D)Ts

4DLf
, D>0.5

1Io =
21IL(Ts/4 − DTs/2)

Ts/2 − DTs/2
1IL =

(2N0Udc − Uo)(1 − 2D)DTs

4(1 − D)Lf
=
Uo(1 − D)(1 − 2D)Ts

4(1 − D)Lf
, D<0.5

(8)
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For the proposed scheme, since there is no connection

between point O and point M, the ratio in (14) can be used

to evaluate the voltage deviation between ũo1 and ũo2.

G1 =
ũo1 − ũo2

ũo
=
Zc1 − Zc2

Zc1 + Zc2
(14)

Furthermore, if point O and point M are connected in Fig. 7,

then the voltage deviation between ũo1 and ũo2 can be evalu-

ated by (15) according to circuit theory.

G2 =
ũo1 − ũo2

ũo
=
Z1 − Z2

Z1 + Z2
(15)

where, the expressions of Z1 and Z1 are formulated in (16),

as shown at the bottom of the next page.

From (13) and (14), it can be concluded that the voltage

balance performance is affected by the output filter capacitors

(Cf1 and Cf2), ESR of capacitor (Rc1 and Rc2) and voltage

balance resistor (Rb1 and Rb2) in the case without connection

of point O and pointM.While as shown in (15) and (16), if the

point O and point M are connected together, the transformer

resonant inductor and duty cycle loss (indicated by Rd1 and

Rd2) also have influence on the voltage deviation between uo1
and uo2. Ideally, if there are no parameter deviations, (14) and

(15) will always be zero, that indicates voltage balance can be

completely realized both in dynamic and steady states. Using

the parameter values listed in Table 2, deviations are assumed

for different parameters to evaluate the voltage balance per-

formance of the capacitor voltages, uo1 and uo2 in this section.

1) THE POINTS O AND M ARE UNCONNECTED

Assuming the disturbance in uo can be represented by a unit

step signal, the initial voltage deviation between uo1 and uo2
can be expressed as (17) according to the initial value theorem

if point O and point M are unconnected.

(uo1 − uo2)|t=0+ = lim
s→∞

s · G1 ·
1

s

=
Rb1Rb2(Rc1−Rc2)+Rc1Rc2(Rb1−Rb2)

Rb1Rb2(Rc1+Rc2)+Rc1Rc2(Rb1+Rb2)

(17)

And according to the final value theorem, the steady state

value of the deviation between uo1 and uo2 in this case can

be calculated as (18).

(uo1 − uo2)|t=∞ = lim
s→0

s · G1 ·
1

s
=
Rb1 − Rb2

Rb1 + Rb2
(18)

While if the voltage balance resistors, Rb1 and Rb2 are can-

celled, the initial and steady state value of (uo1-uo2) can be

obtained as (19) and (20) respectively.

(uo1 − uo2)|t=0+ = lim
s→∞

s · G1 ·
1

s
=
Rc1 − Rc2

Rc1 + Rc2
(19)

(uo1 − uo2)|t=∞ = lim
s→0

s · G1 ·
1

s
=
C2 − C1

C2 + C1
(20)

It can be concluded from (18) and (20) that if there is a

significant difference between C1 and C2, the resulted volt-

age deviation in steady state can be reduced by selecting

FIGURE 8. Step response without connection of points O and M (a) with
Rb1 and Rb2 and (b) without Rb1 and Rb2.

Rb1 = Rb2 (high accuracy resistor is obtainable in practices).

And since Rbj >> Rcj, (17) is very approximate to (19),

the amplitude of voltage deviation in transient state process

is determined by the identical of capacitor ESRs.

In Fig. 8, the values of Rb1 and Rb2 are 20k� and 19k�

(5% difference from Rb1) respectively, and Rc1 and Rc2
are assumed 30m� and 25m� respectively. Cf1 is fixed

as 3300µF. Comparing Fig. 8 (a) with Fig. 8 (b), it can be

seen that voltage deviation in the steady state can be reduced

by introducing voltage balance resistors. The higher accuracy

of the voltage balance resistors, the lower deviation between

uo1 and uo2. However, since the time constants defined by

Rb1Cf1 and Rb2Cf2 are large (about 60s in Fig. 8 (a)), it will

take a relatively long time before the voltage deviation can be

damped to its steady state value.

2) THE POINT O AND POINT M ARE CONNECTED

If point O and point M are connected together with con-

sideration of voltage balance resistors, (21) and (22) can

be derived according to the initial value theorem and the

final value theorem respectively (as shown at the bottom of

the next page). If the voltage balance resistors are removed,
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(21) and (22) can be rewritten as (23) and (24).

(uo1−uo2)|t=0+ =
R(Lf1Rc2−Lf2Rc1)+2Rc1Rc2(Lf1−Lf2)

R(Lf1Rc2+Lf2Rc1)

(23)

(uo1−uo2)|t=∞ =
(Rd1−Rd2)

R
=

4N 2
0 fs(Lr1−Lr2)

R
(24)

As shown in (22) and (24), the voltage deviation between

uo1 and uo2 in steady state can be determined by the difference

between Rd1 and Rd2. Since the values of Rb1 and Rb2 are

much higher than the values of Rd1 and Rd2, the voltage

balance resistors almost have no influence on reducing the

voltage deviation in this case. In Fig. 9, the values of Rb1 and

Rb2 are also 20k� and 19k� (5%difference fromRb1) respec-

tively, and Rd1 is fixed as 1.3� (Lr1 = 25µH), the values of

Rd2 are calculated as 1.56�, 1.82� and 2.08� with selecting

Lr2 as 30µH, 35µHand 40µH respectively inmodule 2. It can

be seen that the corresponding steady state voltage deviations

in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) are almost the same with the three

different values of Lr2 which is consistent with the previous

analysis.

III. SMALL SIGNAL MODEL AND CONTROL SYSTEM

DESIGN

Ignoring the impact of Rbj (the value of Rbj is much larger

than that of load resistor, R) in Fig. 6, (25) can be deduced,

as shown at the bottom of the next page according to the

Kirchhoff’s voltage law. Assuming the corresponding values

of different parameters are identical in the two PSFB mod-

ules, that is, Rc1 = Rc2 = Rc, Lr1 = Lr2 = Lr, Lf1 = Lf2 = Lf
and De1 = De2 = De, then (25) can be rewritten as (26),

as shown at the bottom of the next page. Considering the

influence of capacitor ESR, the small signal transfer function

of ĩL-to-ũo can be derived in (27).

Gui =
ũo

ĩL
=

2RRcCfs+ 2R

(RCf + 2RcCf)s+ 2
(27)

Substituting (27) into (26), and let ũdc = 0, the transfer

function of d̃-to-ũo can be obtained as (28), as shown at the

bottom of the next page. Similarly, by setting ũdc = 0, the

transfer function of d̃-to-ĩL in (29), as shown at the bottom

of the next page, can be also derived by combining (26) with

(27) to cancel ũo.

FIGURE 9. Step response with connection of points O and M (a) with Rb1
and Rb2 and (b) without Rb1 and Rb2.

The dual loop control scheme developed to control the

proposed IPOS converter is shown in Fig. 10. In this fig-

ure, two compensation controllers should be designed for

the two control loops, the voltage controller, Hv and current

controller, Hc are given in (30).










Hv (s) = 1.16 +
23.3

s

Hc (s) =
9.2 × 106s2 + 7.36 × 1010s+ 1.104 × 1014

s3 + 1.4 × 105s+ 4.9 × 109s
(30)

In order to investigate the stable margin of the design

results despite the changes of input voltage, udc and the















Z1 =
(RZc2 + RZo2 − Zc2Zo1 + Zc2Zo2)Zc1

(RZc2 + RZo2 + Zc2Zo1 + Zc2Zo2 + Zo1Zo2)Zc1 + RZc2Zo1 + RZo1Zo2 + Zc2Zo1Zo2

Z2 =
(RZc1 + RZo1 − Zc1Zo2 + Zc1Zo1)Zc2

(RZc2 + RZo2 + Zc2Zo1 + Zc2Zo2 + Zo1Zo2)Zc1 + RZc2Zo1 + RZo1Zo2 + Zc2Zo1Zo2

(16)

(uo1 − uo2)|t=0+ =
RRb1Rb2(Lf1Rc2 − Lf2Rc1) + RRc1Rc2(Lf1Rb2 − Lf2Rb1) + 2Rb1Rb2Rc1Rc2(Lf1 − Lf2)

RRb1Rb2(Lf1Rc2 + Lf2Rc1) + RRc1Rc2(Lf1Rb2 + Lf2Rb1)
(21)

(uo1 − uo2)|t=∞ =
R(Rb2Rd1 − Rb1Rd2) + 2Rb1Rb2(Rd1 − Rd2)

(2Rb1Rb2 + Rb1Rd2 + Rb2Rd1)R
(22)
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FIGURE 10. Dual loop control of the IPOS based combined converter.

load resistor, R, the Bode plots of the corrected current and

voltage control loops using the controllers, Hv and Hc in (30)

are shown in Fig. 11. As shown in this figure, the cutoff

frequencies of the control systems are varied with the changes

of udc and R. However, the corrected current and voltage

control loops are still stable with the designed controller.

In Fig. 11 (a) and (b), the Bode curves denoted by arrows

represent the boundaries of the designs.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT VALIDATION

To verify the theoretical analysis and control scheme of the

IPOS converter, a simulation model of the proposed system

was developed in MATLAB Simulink environment. The sim-

ulation model parameters are listed in Table 2.

The simulation results under different conditions are

shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. In Fig. 12, the input voltage

udc = 600V, there is 90◦ phase shifting between uA1B1
and uA2B2, the load power is about 10kW (R = 29�) and

the equivalent duty cycle in primary side is about 0.482.

As shown in Fig. 12 (a), uPN changes from 0 to udc, the induc-

tor ripple current is about 1A without connection of points

O and M. While in Fig. 12 (b) under the same 10kW load,

though uPO and uON are all changed from 0 to udc, the ripple

current of inductor is increased to about 13.5A if points O and

M are connected. In Fig. 13, the input voltage udc is reduced

to 350V, then uPN changes from udc to 2udc, the phase shifting

between uA1B1 and uA2B2 is still 90◦, and the load power is

about 20kW (R = 14.5�). In this case, the equivalent duty

cycle in primary side is enhanced to about 0.91 to keep the

output voltage at 540V constantly, the inductor ripple current

in Fig. 13 (a) is about 2A without connection of points O

and M. And in Fig. 13 (b), due to the significant decreases

of uPO and uON, the inductor ripple current is about 5A when

the two points are connected.

The simulation results about dynamic performance test

of closed-loop control system are shown in Fig. 14 with

FIGURE 11. The Bode plots of the closed loop control system (a) current
loop and (b) voltage loop.

udc = 350V, Rc1 = 50m�, Rc2 = 30m�, Lr1 = 30µH,

Lr2 = 20µH,Cf1 = 3300µF andCf2 = 3100µF are assumed,

the ratio of (C f1 − Cf2)/Cf1 + Cf2) is 0.03125. In Fig. 14 (a)

the points O and M are not connected, the initial load is

about 580W. A sudden load (about 19.4kW) is added to the

converter at 0.2s, a voltage drop about 26V is produced in uo,

and the voltage deviation between uo1 and uo2 is about 17V

(540V × 0.03125 ≈ 17V) before and after the load change.

According to Fig. 8 (a), it will take much longer time to

decrease this voltage deviation. In Fig. 14 (b), the points O

and M are connected, the same load change is adopted

N0De1ũdc + N0Udc(d̃i1 + d̃v1 + d̃) + N0De2ũdc + N0Udc(d̃i2 + d̃v2 + d̃) = Lf 1
dĩL

dt
+ Lf 2

dĩL

dt
+ ũo1 + ũo2 (25)

(2DeN0 +
16N 2

0 LrDe

RTs
)ũdc + 2N0Udcd̃ = (2Lf s+

8N 2
0 Lr

Ts
)ĩL + ũo (26)

Gud =
ũo

d̃
=

2N0Udc(RcCfs+ 1)

(1 + 2Rc
R
)LfCfs2 + ( 2Lf

R
+ RdCf + RcCf +

2RdRc
R

Cf)s+
2Rd
R

+ 1
(28)

Gid =
ĩL

d̃
=

N0Udc(1 + 2Rc
/

R)Cfs+ 2N0Udc

/

R

(1 + 2Rc
R
)LfCfs2 + ( 2Lf

R
+ RdCf + RcCf +

2RdRc
R

Cf)s+
2Rd
R

+ 1
(29)
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FIGURE 12. Simulation waveforms under udc = 600V , R = 29 � and
D ≈ 0.482 (a) without connection of point O and point M and (b) with
connection of point O and point M.

at 0.2s, in this case, a voltage drop about 34V is caused in uo.

Though the initial voltage deviation between uo1 and uo2 is

about 4.5V, it is changed to about 15.5V (it can be roughly

evaluated by (24), the inductor average current is about 37A

in this case) after the load is added.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a hard-

ware test circuit is developed. A 32-bit ARMmicroprocessor

with FPU (floating point unit) and 168MHz clock frequency

is used to implement the proposed control strategy. Four

Infineon IGBT modules (FS150R12KT4) form the topology

of the combined converter, and four 2SD106AI modules are

used as driver circuits for the IGBTs. The voltage sensors,

FIGURE 13. Simulation waveforms under udc = 350V , R = 14.5 � and
D ≈ 0.91 (a) without connection of point O and point M and (b) with
connection of point O and point M.

LV25-PSP2, and current sensors LT108-S7 are used to mea-

sure the output voltage and inductor current of the IPOS

converter respectively. The nominal values of experimental

parameter are the same as that list in Table 2. The correspond-

ing hardware experiment circuit is shown in Fig. 15.

The experiment results are shown in Fig. 16 to Fig. 20.

In Fig. 16 (a), the points O and M are connected, in this
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FIGURE 14. Simulation waveforms under sudden load change (a) without
connection of point O and point M and (b) with connection of point O
and point M.

case, the input voltage is 600V, the output voltage is 540V,

the load power is about 21 kW (io is about 39A). The peak-

to-peak value of inductor ripple current is about 31.7A.While

if the point O and point M are not connected, the peak-

to-peak value of ripple current is decreased to about 11.1A

in Fig. 16 (b).

Under the same load condition, Fig. 17 shows the exper-

iment results with udc = 500V. In Fig. 17 (a), the point O

FIGURE 15. Hardware experiment circuit of the three-port converter.

FIGURE 16. Experiment results under udc = 600V (a) with connection of
point O and point M and (b) without connection of point O and point M.

and pointM are connected, the peak-to-peak value of inductor

ripple current is about 28.1A in this case.When the two points

are disconnected in Fig. 17 (b), the peak-to-peak value of

ripple current is decreased to about 9.9A. Moreover, when

the DC bus voltage is further decreased to 350V in Fig. 18,

the peak-to-peak values of the inductor ripple current are

about 16.6A in Fig. 18 (a) with connection of point O and

point M, and 9.6A in Fig. 18 (b) without connection of

point O and point M, respectively. It manifests that the

inductor ripple current can be significantly attenuated by
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FIGURE 17. Experiment results under udc = 500V (a) with connection of
point O and point M and (b) without connection of point O and point M.

FIGURE 18. Experiment results under udc = 350V (a) with connection of
point O and point M (b) without connection of point O and point M.

disconnecting the point O and point M. The experiment

results presented in Fig. 16 to Fig. 18 validate the theoretical

analysis in previous sections.

FIGURE 19. Experiment waveforms under 21kW sudden load change and
udc = 350V (a) with connection of point O and point M and (b) without
connection of point O and point M.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the inductor ripple current.

The values of the peak-to-peak inductor ripple current with

different input voltage, udc are listed in Table 3 for brief com-

parison. The symbol PR in the last column of Table 3 means

percentage reduction of peak-to-peak inductor ripple current.

Fig. 19 shows the experiment results for dynamic test.

In Fig .19 (a), the point O and pointM are connected, the input

voltage is 350V, the power converter has no load in its initial

state, the voltage deviation between uo1 and uo2 is very small

in steady state before load is added. When a 21kW load

power is imposed to the power converter suddenly, a voltage

undershoot about 55.6V is produced in uo, and the tran-

sient recovery time is about 95ms. In this dynamic process,

since the parameter values of the components used in these

two modules are very similar (off-the-shelf components and

dedicated components are used in the hardware circuit) the

dynamic voltage deviation between uo1 and uo2 is kept very
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FIGURE 20. Experiment waveforms under 21kW sudden load change and
udc = 500V (a) with connection of point O and point M and (b) without
connection of point O and point M.

small too, which is completely acceptable in practices (in the

experiment hardware circuit, two electrolytic capacitors are

in series, the rated voltage of each capacitor is 450V, there-

fore, there is sufficient voltage margin to tolerate possible

voltage deviation). In Fig. 19 (b), the point O and point

M are disconnected, it can be found in this figure that the

amplitude of voltage undershoot is about 37.5V when the

same load change condition used in Fig. 19 (a) is applied,

and the transient recovery time is reduced to about 75 ms in

this case.

In Fig. 20, the input voltage, udc is increased to 500V.

As shown in Fig. 19, the same load change condition is also

adopted in this test, it can be seen that the voltage deviation

between uo1 and uo2 is still small enough in the steady state

and transient state process. The voltage undershoots are about

58.8V and 49.5V with and without connection of point O

and point M respectively, and the corresponding transient

recovery time are about 88ms and 85ms respectively.

It can be concluded from Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 that the volt-

age deviation between uo1 and uo2 in steady state and transient

state process can be fully acceptable in practical application

using the proposed common phase shifting control scheme,

the voltage deviation can be attenuated by dedicated parame-

ters design (or selection) of circuit components (such as HFT,

capacitor and inductor etc.) which are available at the current

state of the art.

V. CONCLUSION

An input-parallel output-series based combined power con-

verter with modified output filter circuit is proposed in this

paper, it has prominent characteristic in decreasing the ripple

current of filter inductor which is beneficial to obtain a reduc-

tion in the weight and cost of the power converter. A control

scheme using the common phase shifting for both of the

modules in the input-parallel output-series power converter is

developed, the voltage balance performance and comparison

studies are presented through small signal based analysis.

Though voltage deviation might be produced between the

terminal voltages of the output electrolytic capacitors due

to parameter deviations of different components, the ampli-

tude of the voltage deviation can be completely accept-

able and the capacitor voltage can be constrained in its

rated voltage in practical application. Small signal models

for dual loop control system design are also deduced for

the modified topology. The effectiveness of the developed

methods is evaluated through simulation and experimental

tests.
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